ISMEO, International Association for Mediterranean and Oriental Studies
(not for profit, non-governmental)
and
Mountain Wilderness International
present

THE SWAT PROJECT
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As long ago as 1964, Prof. Giuseppe Tucci, famous orientalist, asked young
mountaineers of the University Chapter of the Alpine Club of Rome to organise an
exploratory mission to investigate the potential for a mountaineering and hiking
development of the mountain ranges characterising the orographic structure of the
Upper Swat-Kohistan.
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IL MESSAGGERO 1964
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The mission achieved interesting results. A few virgin peaks above 5000 m a.s.l.
were climbed, but for many reasons the project did not lead to any further
development.
Now, more than half a century after that first attempt, it seems that conditions are
in place to come up with the project again, with the aim of a non-mercantilistic
nature, landscape and, more generally, culture protection.

ISMEO and Mountain Wilderness International ( with the support of Pakistani MW
Chapter), prompted by the pioneering insights of Prof. Tucci now put forth the
publication of a paper guidebook on the mountains and the upper valleys of the
Swat- Kohistan for hikers, trekkers, mountaineers and nature lovers. The guidebook
will also duly focus on archaeological tourism in the central Swat district as well as
on issues linked to the preservation of the natural and cultural heritage of the
region.
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Positive impact as to Mountain Protection
The new freeway that will soon connect Islamabad to the Swat district, halving
journey time, will lead to an increase in tourist flow. Thus we must try and avoid
that such increase in demand may lead to a supply of mountain tourism reflecting
an aggressive and trivialising approach, with a merely touristic exploitation of
archaeological sites, used as mere attractions for trivially curious tourists. With the
foreseeable success of the project, their proponents with the support of the Italian
Embassy in Islamabad intend to offer the Government of the country a preliminary
study on the creation of a national park in the Upper Swat.
This being an overview of the project being put forth, it is easy to imagine the
positive impact it would have in terms of culture, environment and their
preservation both within Pakistan and the community of mountain lovers
worldwide.
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IMPLEMENTATION
HIKING, MOUNTAINEERING AND ARCHAEOLOGY GUIDEBOOK OF THE
MOUNTAINOUS SWAT REGION

The realisation of the guidebook involves 3 closely interrelated steps:
a) The first step aims at training - with a special course - young locals who may
then offer their services as middle-mountain guides, assistant instructors in
rock and snow mountaineering, trekking organisers, facilitators of small peak
expeditions, nature rangers, as well as guides to archaeological sites located
on mountains and hills and thus difficult to access. The course will provide a
basis for the publication of the paper guidebook. Therefore, a significant
part of the training will aim at developing the basic skills needed to draw up
reliable descriptions of recommended trails.
b) Especially young locals - after completion of the above mentioned course will be called upon to participate in drawing up the guidebook, in order to
make this project fully sustainable and increase the self-esteem of young local
collaborators. In the text, special attention will be given to desirable
behaviours of tourists as to both respect for natural environment and
biodiversity as well as for local inhabitants and their traditions. Step 2 of the
project shall necessarily involve a thorough exploration of several valleys, glaciers
and pa
supported by an Italian cartographer and a few Pakistani and European tutors.
c) Edition, publication and dissemination at international level of a real
guidebook describing in text, pictures and sketches: 1) all the potential of
places and peaks in the region as well as how to visit them from a hiking,
mountaineering and naturalistic point of view, 2) the fascinating and often
complex trails leading to the ruins of Buddhist stupas, monasteries, fortifications,
etc. that lie isolated on the ridges of the high hills surrounding the central Swat
plateau.
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In the second half of August 2017, three associates of Mountain Wilderness Italy,
academic members of CAI (Italian Alpine Club) and mountaineering instructors
(Francesco Cappellari, Emiliano Olivero and Carlo Alberto Pinelli ) went to Pakistan
to gather first impressions on the natural environment and contact both the
inhabitants of the valleys the project is meant for, as well as the tourism
organisations that already operate in the Swat region. The aim was to gather basic
information in order to develop the first steps of the project and identify locations
best suited for the practical exercises of the first course (Step 1) to be carried out in
the second half of August/ September 2018. All expenses for this preliminary contact
were borne by Mountain Wilderness, financed by several public (FAO Mountain
Partnership) and private donors, and supported by the Italian archaeological
mission in Swat (ISMEO). Step 2 will take place immediately after completion of
the course or during the first weeks of the following Summer, and in any case
before the monsoon season.
The publication of the paper guidebook (in English and Italian) could be expected in
2019/20.
The mountains of Swat-Kohistan belong to the southern extension of the Hindu Raj
range ( Pakistan). Main peaks are Minagul Sar ( about 6000 meters), Falak Sar ( about
6000 meters), Mankial ( 5726 meters ), Batin peaks ( 5710 meters ), Sirri Darra( 5654
meters ). The valleys of Swat Kohistan are covered with beautiful and thick forests of
Deodars, pines and birches, up to 3500 meters. High passes lead to Chitral ( west) ,
the Indus river ( east), Gilgit Kohistan( north ).
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Mountain Wilderness International( Asian Desk )has an extensive experience in
organising and managing projects of this type, gathered in over 20 years. It was
MWI together with the Aga Khan Foundation that published the first
mountaineering guidebook on the mountains of the Afghan Upper Hindu Kush
(Peaks of Silver and Jade). Besides, Mountain Wilderness held courses on
Environment Friendly Mountaineering in India, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Ethiopia. Carlo
Alberto Pinelli, responsible of the Project
and
was mountaineering instructor and
has an extensive experience in Himalayan expeditions. The Government of the Islamic
Republic of Pakistan granted to him the Sitara- I Imtiaz award.
ISMEO The International Association for Mediterranean and Oriental Studies has
been established in Rome in November 2012. At present it is in the process of being
incorporated into a Foundation together with the Italian Ministries for Cultural
Heritage and for Education is the direct scientific heir to the Italian Institute for
Africa and the Orient (IsIAO), of which it continues the ideal aims and academic
goals, including archaeological, philological and cultural missions and programmes.
ISMEO boasts a social body of about 300 ordinary and honorary fellows, among who
over 120 correspondent members (mostly eminent foreign scholars).
The ideal points of reference of ISMEO are the example and the work of Prof.
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Giuseppe Tucci , Prof. Sabatino Moscati and Prof. Gherardo Gnoli. ISMEO aims to
carry out study, training and research programs related to the cultures and countries
of Asia and Africa and their interactions with the Mediterranean basin. To this end, it
promotes and implements cultural, scientific and cooperation projects with
individual scientific institutes as well as with national and international public
institutions.

PRELIMINARY AND INDICATIVE STUDY ON THE
STEP 1
Training course
Trainees from Swat: 24
3 Italian instructors in mountaineering, trekking and cartography
1 Project leader
1 Physician/instructor
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1 Pakistani vice-leader
3 Pakistani assistant instructors
2 High-altitude camps with porters, cook, bodyguards
2 Didactic trails
Duration of round-trip journey Italy/Pakistan/Italy: 30
days ( end of August- September 2018)
Duration of the course: 15 days
Trainee selection: 6 days Italy/Italy (June 2018), refers to Project leader and
Pakistani assistant
Purchase of didactical material, equipment for trainees, camp tents etc.

Approx. total cost: EUR 30,000 (including materials, equipment and
clothing for trainees). Not including the expenses of the former ( sept 2017)
survey in Swat.

Funders ( also for the previous survey 2017 and not for steps 2 and 3 )
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Mountain Partnership ( FAO): euros 5000
Mountain Wilderness International: euros 3000
ISMEO: euros 7000
MIBACT: euros 14.000
Club Alpino Accademico Italiano (Italian Academic Alpine Club). Euros
2000
f) Club Alpino of Roma: euros 1000
g) private contributors : euros 4000
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The total does not include clothing, technical materials, and equipment for
trainees.
We decided to entrust the agency Adventure Tours Pakistan with the task of
the local organization of the project for the year 2018.
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ADVENTURE TOURS PAKISTAN
WILDERNESS GUIDE TRAINING PROGRAM
BUDGET FOR 8 INSTRUCTORS & 25 TRAINEES
No. Description of Services

Unit
Cost ($)

Quantity

Sub
Total ($)

Total ($)

TRANSPORTATION
Can from Islamabad to Kalam & Kalam to Islamabad

250,00

Transport of equipment from Islamabad to Kalam &
back
Local transportation from Kalam & back (Estimated)

-

2

500,00

300,00

2

600,00

800,00

1

800,00
1.900,00

WAGES OF CAMPING STAFF
Daily wages of camping coordinator form ATP

40,00

1

20

800,00

Daily wages of Cook

35,00

1

20

700,00

2 kitchen helpers

25,00

2

20

1.000,00
2.500,00

LOW ALTITUDE PORTERS
45 Low altitude porters from Matiltan to BC (1 day)

15,00

1

45

675,00

25 Low altitude porters from BC to Matiltan (1 day)

15,00

1

25

375,00

50 Low altitude porters from Falak Sar to BC (2 days)

30,00

1

50

1.500,00

22 Low altitude porters from BC to Falak Sar (1 days)

30,00

1

25

750,00

5 sleeping tents

4,00

5

18

360,00

Mess tent for instructors

3,00

1

18

54,00

2 Mess tents for trainees

3,00

2

18

108,00

Kitchen tent for instructors

3,00

1

18

54,00

Rental of toilet tent

1,00

1

18

18,00

Rental of mess table

0,50

2

18

18,00

Rental of Easy chairs (plastic)

0,40
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18

57,60

Kitchen utensils

10,00

1

18

180,00

Kitchen utensils for trainees

18,00

1

18

324,00

Gas cylinders for light

45,00

2

1

90,00

12,00

8

15

1.440,00

Food for trainees & security guards

8,00
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15

3.240,00

Gas Cylinders and stoves for cooking

60,00

1

4

240,00

3.300,00

EQUIPMENT RENTAL

1.263,60

FOOD & COOKING CYLINDERS
Food for Instructors (Italian & Pakistani)
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4.920,00

Agency service charges

600,00

1

600,00

Grand Total Budget ( US Dollars)

STEP 2
Describers of trekking and mountaineering trails:
12 local former trainees who completed the course and 6 Pakistani/
European tutors ( who will take care of their air ticket costs)
1 Italian cartographer
Envisaged duration of explorations: 10/14 days
Expenses: domestic voyages, organisation of tent camps, carriers, security
per diem
a/r flight of cartographer.
Expected cost: EUR 18,100
The UIAA Award could cover part of the expenses for this second step.
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600,00
14.483,60

Quotation for exploring trails in SWAT
6 exploration groups of three people.
Two former course trainees + Pakistani tutor
1 Italian cartographer + Pakistani correspondent
Quotation Italian cartographer
Flight
Stay in Islamabad - Kalam
Transportation
Trek
Pakistani correspondent (Afzel)
Carriers and logistics
Pakistani tutors
R
Miscellaneous costs and unforeseen expenses

TOTAL

1300.00
150.00
200.00
250.00
900.00
5500.00
4500.00
3500.00
1800.00

18100.00

Publishing cost

To be finalized

TOTAL

To be finalized
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STEP 3
(publication of the guidebook in English and Italian)
Negotiations are under way with Touring Club Italiano in order to involve TCI
technically and economically in editing, publishing and disseminating the guidebook.
We asked for an estimate budget also to IDEA MONTAGNA editing company.
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SIGNATURES
The President of ISMEO: prof Adriano Rossi
The President of Mountain Wilderness International: Jordi Quera

REFEREES
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From the Tourism corporation of the Government of Khaiber-Pakhtunkhwa - Pakistan
Oggetto:Swat visit for survey of area for trekking guide course
Data:Fri, 21 Jul 2017 17:40:10 +0000
Mittente:Tourism corporation <kptourism@hotmail.com>
A:Muhammad Afzel <mwppak@gmail.com>, Carlo Alberto Pinelli
<bettopinelli@gmail.com>, Tourism corporation <kptourism@hotmail.com>

Dear Mr. Pinelli

Thanks a lot for your good words and appreciation towards my work. Please be assured that i
will help you and will extend all possible support to your organization for training guides and
writing of guidebook for educating youth of our country. I will re initiate your request for Swat
region to Home Dept and Army for NOCs. On behalf of the management of Tourism Corporation
Govt of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa i welcome you to KPK and will also accompany you in your survey
for suitable location for training youth in the field of mountaineering.

Regards

Muhammad Ali Syed
general Manager TICs- TCKP
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